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Introduction

T he journey is yours. Enjoy each and every step. —Anony-
mous

“I am sorry, Dave, but unfortunately you are not the right fit for the 
position!” These were my exact words to a candidate I was inter-
viewing for an entry-level junior engineering role in our company. 
On paper, he was an impressive young man, and one would say 
he was among the top academic graduates in his class. Besides 
this, his resume showed that he had participated in various school 
organizations that he called “resume builders.” To me, he was the 
ideal candidate for the job and looked like a certain pick prior to 
the interview.

The other candidate for the same position was also a STEM 
graduate, whom I shall refer to as Jason, and had graduated with a 
degree in Mechanical Engineering. At first glance, his academic 
records suggested that Jason was somewhere in the middle of 
his class, although the grades were decent grades in my opinion. 
Unlike Dave, he had not been involved with any school organi-
zations. If we had to go by the resumes alone for the selection 
process, Dave would have been offered the job with little hesita-
tion. However, as the saying goes, “never judge a book by its cover, 
”the way the interview progressed quickly changed my opinion as 
I got to understand both candidates. The resulting decision was 
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based on our assessment of what the two candidates offered the 
company in the immediate as well as the future. 

A’er a few questions, Jason explained the reason behind his 
“unimpressive” academic record if compared to Dave3s. In order 
to put himself through school, he had to work a 54—0ffi hour job. 
As the interview progressed, he talked about the work failures that 
he overcame in his job with various customers. What was more 
interesting to us were the solutions he had to bring to the table 
to retain the customers. I could say he had a humble personal-
ity and proved to be a team player who acknowledged that he 
needed to learn more about our company. In his experience, he 
had learned that mistakes hurt the business and customers alike 
who, in turn, lose their confidence in the business. A team player 
with an understanding of business was a bonus to the engineering 
knowledge we were looking for. Dave, on the other hand, had a lot 
of confidence in his ability with a highly technical mind evidenced 
by his near-perfect GPA. His responses to our questions made it 
clear that he did not have the right mindset needed for the job, 
and had no idea how to be part of a team.  As a result, we had to 
tell Dave that we could not offer him the position.

A’er the interview, Dave did call me to thank me personally for 
the interview and he wanted to understand why he didn3t get the 
job.  My response was something along the lines of, “I3m sorry but 
the other candidate had a skill set closer to our company3s needs.” 
He was in disbelief and asked if the other candidate had “higher 
grades” to which I answered that this information was confiden-
tial. Understandably, as someone who was under the impression 
that his academic record was the only factor that should have 
mattered, he responded that he could not believe our company 
did not hire him, despite knowing that the company had hired 
one of his friends with a lower GPA for another position. Again, 
I told him I could not answer his question since this was confi-
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dential, and neither was I responsible for the other department3s 
recruiting processes. His final response was, “Well, I have two 
other companies that I am interviewing for next week and I am 
sure I will be a better fit for them because of my high GPA.” I would 
have imagined that Dave would ask about how he could have 
been a better candidate, and what he lacked that the company was 
looking for. Instead, I came to realize graduates still have no idea 
of the approach to STEM interviews nor do they take the time to 
find out what employers look for when filling STEM roles. 

To me, it seems like this has not changed since I finished college 
many years ago. I too failed to secure a STEM job immediately 
a’er leaving college because I lacked knowledge at the time. 
A’er many failed attempts, I embarked on a journey to find out 
what I was lacking that prevented me from scoring the STEM job 
I had dreamed of, and finally nailed the STEM interview from 
which I have built a successful career. To date, I have worked 
for two Fortune 4ffiffi companies, eventually participating in the 
hiring process as the Engineering Director or Project Manager. 
My experiences as a STEM job seeker and an interviewer have 
given me deeper insights into what it takes to get the job. 

My children are the inspiration behind this book, and their jour-
ney was a jog to my memory about the diYculty STEM grad-
uates face in their quest to land their first job. Today, they too 
have successful careers in the STEM fields of Epidemiology and 
Mechanical Engineering and got their first jobs using the same 
lessons I will share with you. Since then, I have helped sever-
al other STEM college graduates, skilled worker graduates, and 
those looking for a change secure jobs on their first or second 
interviews. I am also looking forward to imparting this knowledge 
to my youngest son once he finishes his bachelor3s degree in Con-
struction Management. The biggest challenge for most college 
graduates is finding what to say during the interview. Most are 
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fresh out of the water experiencing the interview process for the 
first time, while for some it is their attitude that lets them down 
during the interview. The more experienced STEM graduates 
also face stiff competition.

:ou could be looking to land your first job, or simply trying to 
find greener pastures. If so, then this book has all the secrets 
you need. I am writing this book because I am confident that 
you too can benefit from the experience and knowledge I have 
accumulated over the years. All of the work put into this book is 
because of the passion I have to see STEM graduates reap rewards 
from the countless hours spent absorbing technical knowledge. 
My mission is to empower you to secure the STEM job of your 
dreams.

A’er reading this book, you willL

  Find out what companies are looking for and develop skills 
that will win you the job

  Gain confidence to express your critical thinking and 
problem-solving abilities during the interview

  7earn how to approach interviews with a mindset that 
leaves a good impression on interviewers, making you 
stand out from the rest of the pack

  Get insights into the top 1  interview questions, and the 
tips you can use to answer them confidently

Our journey will begin with defining what STEM jobs actually 
are, and how STEM education developed into what it is today in 
the US. A’er this, we will explain a little more about what makes 
STEM interviews different from non-STEM interviews for you 
to clearly grasp why critical thinking and problem-solving skills 
are the heart of securing the job. The two examples mentioned 
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and my personal experiences as a job seeker and interviewer will 
be used to explain the secrets I will share. I am confident that 
applying these secrets will set you apart from the rest of the field. 

7et3s begin the journey to being hired for the STEM job of your 
dreams.



Chapter 1

STEM Degree ≠ Getting a 
STEM Job

S TEM jobs are plentiful but hard to get. This was true two 
decades ago and is still true today. People get surprised when 

I tell them that it took me nearly five years to get my first STEM 
job a1er graduating with a degree in Mechanical Engineering in 
922,. I had applied for over a hundred positions and of thesez I 
was only invited to a doDen or so interviews. Each timez I was told 
the same words I told Uave when he failed the interview. This was 
discouraging and the reality did not match the high placement 
rates that the ’niversityffis placement oFce preached. Their stats 
did not tell the full story of who is getting the job apart from 
having a STEM degree. Arustratedz I decided to take a job at a 
local companyz although this was not the role I had in mind. 

ff1er sending in your resumez the anticipation is to be invited 
for an interview. fft this stagez the competition is already sti( 
given that at most seven graduates are called for interviews from 
a pool of resumes 0TurcDynskiz  ,),,B. Cesides thisz it only takes a 
few minutes for a resume to be evaluated a1er passing through 
the applicant tracking system 0Cookerz ,),9B. Randidates with 
good resumes are invited to the interview and for most this is 
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where things go wrong. In the workplacez usuallyz the theoretical 
mathematics learned in college is not very usefulz maybe e-cept 
for engineering and product design or research companies. fft 
timesz there is a disconnect between how students are taught to 
solve problems in class versus what they face in the real world. 
ffs managersz when interviewing candidates critical thinking and 
problemqsolving are what we look for. ’nfortunatelyz most colq
leges do not teach students how to think on their feet when faced 
with realqworld problems. 

Should You Study STEM?

The biggest —uestion I always get from parentsz high school stuq
dentsz early engineering studentsz and some interns is whether 
getting a STEM degree is worth all the e(ort4especially when 
they see downturns in the marketz layo(sz or horror stories in 
the media.  My response to getting a STEM degree is always a 
resounding yes. To startz I advise people to major in STEM if they 
have a passion for their chosen field because this is where success 
starts. I discovered this from my e-perience as an interviewer and 
is part of the secret mindsets that we shall discuss starting from 
Rhapter J. Nur future undoubtedly lies in the hands of STEMz and 
these roles are e-pected to continue growing. The developments 
we have witnessed have greatly improved our —uality of life and 
healthcare systems. Aor this reasonz the government and private 
corporations continue to promote STEM in universities and colq
leges. STEM has fi-ed problems we had in the pastz created new 
onesz and promises to fi- the ones it has created and others. The 
type of problems that need to be fi-ed depends on the sectorz but 
the principle is that STEM will continue to impact the way we live 
and do business. ffs a resultz STEM roles are not just a job and 
interviewers seek a candidate with the right personalityz skillsetz 
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and mindset. To understand what makes the roles special letffis find 
out how the idea of STEM came to be.

History of STEM

STEM is an acronym for the four subjects of sciencez technologyz 
engineeringz and math. Proposed by %udith Oamaleyz the term 
refers to a collection of subjects that fall under the four domainsz 
and their demand is predominant in the healthcarez information 
technology 0ITBz and advanced engineering and manufacturing 
sectors of the economy 0TurcDynskiz ,),,B. STEM education is 
designed to give individuals e-posure to the four subjects or fields 
in an integrated fashion. This was not always the casez but folq
lowing a report that highlighted the economic and development 
dangers of the ’nited States falling behind other countriesz the 
push was to have a STEMqprepared workforce. Several studies 
followedz which aimed to define STEM and find ways to imq
plement it in the education system. The rest is historyz and for 
9) years since ,)))z STEM jobs have grown three times more 
than nonqSTEM jobs. Projections are that by ,),2z there will 
be an x.xL growth in the number of STEM jobs available 0Oayz 
,),9B. The links between STEMz prosperityz and jobs that are 
knowledgeqintensive have been proven to be a guarantee to a 
nationffis prosperity or development.  

Aor a whilez the dilemma was to define what a STEM job e-actly 
was. ff1er much deliberationz two categories of STEM jobs with 
two domains each were developed. The first included roles in 
Sciencez Engineeringz Mathematicsz and Information Technoloq
gy Uomainz with the domains being Yife and Physical Sciencez 
Engineeringz Mathematicsz and Information Technology Nccupaq
tionsz as well as Social Science Nccupations. The second category 
developed is Scienceq and Engineeringqrelated rolesz with the 
subqdomains being jobs in architecture and health occupations. 
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What Is the Future of STEM Jobs?

ff career in the STEM field is highly covetedz and most jobs in this 
field come along with a good paycheck. &ou should know thisz 
otherwisez there would have been little incentive for you to purq
sue a STEM career. 8oodqpaying jobs are getting more and more 
diFcult to secure. If we look at the statisticsz only ,xL of STEM 
graduates are employed in a STEM position 0Uay “ MartineDz 
,),9B. Rompetition is sti(z and itffis no longer the good old days. 
The pandemic shi1ed the job market from a ”candidate market$ 
to an ”employer market too$ 0Veumanz ,),)B. More candidates 
are competing for the top jobs than ever before. ffs a resultz many 
STEM graduates end up taking nonqSTEM positions. The world 
has changed tooz and it is no longer about what you know or 
how much you know. Randidates must recogniDe the needs of 
their target organiDation. Itffis unfortunate that most graduates still 
perceive the current job market in the same way Uave did. 

This doesnffit mean that career opportunities in STEM roles are 
not there. Nn the contraryz STEM careers are among the fastest 
growing on the job market tripling their growth over the past 
decade 0’R Uaviesz ,),,B. fflreadyz there are growing calls by 
several legislators to direct more funding towards STEM studiesz 
at the e-pense of nonqSTEM education programs. Rompanies 
incentiviDe this by o(ering higher wages too. Migrating to a role 
that re—uires STEM skills is sure to guarantee more than a 9)L 
wage increase 0’R Uavisz ,),,B. In the endz graduates still comq
pete for the same jobsz with the ones paying more attracting 
more applications. The average number of applications received 
for each job application di(ers on several factorsz but it is not 
surprising for a position to receive over a hundred applications. 
Vaturallyz more and more people are chasing STEM subjects and 
managers need to separate the cha( from the goods. 
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Cefore you get the jobz employers want to understand your critical 
thinking and technical skills to assess how you solve problems or 
hit targets. They want to put you into many di(erent competency 
—uestions listed in this book. To evaluate thisz they need to unq
derstand the steps the candidate used to get from point ff to point 
C and how the STEM candidate achieved their final results. This 
is important to them because changes in the corporate world are 
rapidz and solving problems is the order of the day. 

ffs a future leaderz you need to learn how to adaptively solve 
problems to steer the company to greater heights or in times of 
uncertainty. Studies have shown that nations whose students are 
taught to use critical thinking are e-celling compared to countries 
that do not. Aor this reasonz this skill set tops the list for all 
employers. 

Todayz STEM jobs pay an average of 79)2z))) compared to 
nonqSTEM roles that pay slightly more than half of this on average 
according to a survey of over one million jobs in the ’S 0Smithz 
,),,B. These numbers are the only thing that most graduates hear 
from educational campaigns. Aigures like this are attractivez and 
both the growth and rewardsz unfortunatelyz give an impression 
that earning a STEM degree automatically guarantees them the 
job of their dreams. Nther advantages include better job secuq
rityz transferable skillsz and for somez the thrill of working on 
cuttingqedge technology.  In the spirit of bridging the gender 
pay gapz several institutions are also actively advocating for girls 
to take on STEM subjects. ffccording to the dataz over half of 
college graduates are femalez yet only ,5L pursue a STEM career 
path 0The ffd Rouncilz ,),,B. This just shows how important and 
rewarding STEM careers are. 

&etz in realityz STEM jobs are diFcult to getz otherwisez I wouldnffit 
be writing this book. Rompanies do not just hire because there 
are vacancies to fill. If candidates do not demonstrate the —ualq
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ities they seekz it is better for them to continue their search 
instead. Cickel 0,)9,Bz remarked that she ”interviewed more than 
a doDen peoplez all highly educatedz completing fellowships in 
neurology specialties and subspecialties. Theyffid been in school 
for a long time and are very accomplishedz but they were scared 
and hesitant about job interviews.$ The Rensus Cureau estimates 
that among the 3) million college graduates in employment fl5L 
hold a bachelorffis degree in science or engineering. Nf thisz 9JL 
worked in a STEMqrelated occupation based on oneqyear data 
0Rheeseman and MartineDz ,),9B. %ust over half of the graduates 
who majored in Engineeringz Romputer Sciencez and Mathematq
ics get a STEM job a1er graduationz because their skills are in 
greater demand4compared to graduates in ffgricultural Science 
or Psychologyz for e-ample. 

In any casez the statistics do not re?ect a 9))L employment rate 
for STEM careers. Coth the demanding and competitive nature of 
STEM roles result in STEM interviews featuring —uestions that 
probe the candidateffis —ualities deeper. The logic is that anyone 
can get a STEM degreez but not everyone develops the —ualities 
needed for the job. To evaluate these —ualitiesz the —uestions you 
will encounter in a STEM interview are di(erent from those asked 
for a nonqSTEM role.

STEM Interviews

Ghat Makes STEM Interviews Ui(erent:

The objective of the interviewer is to determine if you can e(ecq
tively apply the critical thinking skills ac—uired during college. Aor 
you to be successfulz you need to have an awareness of how you 
critically think. Michael Scriven “ Oichard Paulz defined critical 
thinking as/ 
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ffn intellectually disciplined process of actively and skillfully conq
ceptualiDingz applyingz analyDingz synthesiDingz andHor evaluating 
information gathered fromz or generated byz observationz e-peq
riencez re?ectionz reasoningz or communicationz as a guide to 
belief and action. In its e-emplary formz it is based on universal 
intellectual values that transcend subject matter divisions/ clariq
tyz accuracyz precisionz consistencyz relevancez sound evidencez 
good reasonsz depthz breadthz and fairness 0The Aoundation Aor 
Rritical Thinkingz n.d.z para ,B. 

Ghat interviewers are looking for is evidence that the candidate 
ac—uired the basic skills and knowledge e-pected from STEM 
education which seeks to broaden studentsffi knowledge bases the 
related subject to enhance their ability to combine information 
and skillsz encourage creativityz to promote teamworkz and create 
the complete STEM professional. 

The Structure of STEM Interviews

Uaveffis e-ample is a perfect illustration of the e(ectiveness of beq
haviorqbased —uestions characteristic of STEM interviews. The 
—uestions were designed to reveal the candidateffis personalityz 
which he fully displayed during the followqup phone call. ’nlike 
in other careersz STEM interviews are particular in the type of 
candidates they seekz and most STEM roles reward successful 
candidates handsomely. 

Cehavioral style interviewing and traditional interviewing are the 
two most common interview methodsz and STEM interviewers 
prefer to ask behavioralqbased —uestions. Coth styles have a comq
mon feature in that they have a relationship with human behavior 
and psychology. In an interviewz candidates will be selling themq
selves and will need to be interesting and capture the attention 
of the interviewer. fflthough an interview is an e-change of inq
formation between interviewer and interviewee in a professional 
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settingz social and emotional intelligence have an impact on how 
this process progresses. The interviewer will ask —uestionsz wait 
for a responsez process the answer and build more —uestions 
from there. ffs the candidatez you will also get to ask —uestions 
to demonstrate your Deal and curiosity for the role as well as the 
future of the organiDation.

Uespite the format and nature of the two interview styles being 
the samez behavioral interviews feature —uestions that seek to find 
out how a candidate handled diFcult or comple- situations at 
work. The significance of this is based on theories from behavq
ioral science that how people behave in the past sets precedence 
for their actions in the future. Nn the contraryz traditionalqstyle 
interviews feature —uestions likez ”Ghat will you do if you find 
that your supervisor is ignoring safety procedures:$ or ”6ow 
would you handle a diFcult customer:$ 0Uoylez ,),,B. The di(erq
ence between these —uestions is that behavioral style interviews 
are designed to find out how a candidate solved a problemz while 
traditional style interviews remain theoretical. 

STEM roles and comple- challenges are synonymous and interq
viewers need to know that a candidate will be able to at least 
attempt to solve problems when they arise. To e-pand on this 
morez you will o1en get asked —uestions like/ 

  Tell us an e-ample of how you used your theoretical 
knowledge to solve a problem.

  8ive an e-ample of a goal you reached and tell me how 
you achieved it.

  Uescribe a decision you made that was unpopular and how 
you handled implementing it.

  6ave you gone above and beyond the call of duty: If soz 
how:
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  Uid you ever have to correct your superior on a mistake 
they had made: 6ow did you do it:

  6ave you handled a diFcult situation with a coworker: 
6ow:

  Tell me about how you worked e(ectively under pressure.

&ou will notice that these —uestions are more probing and o1en 
build up to followqup —uestions that you may have to answer. 
This is why the e-perience of some sort is important because 
it gives you a platform to develop your problemqsolving skills. 
ffnswers likez ”I havenffit had the opportunity to work yetz but I 
am sure if I am presented with a problem I can adapt easily$ are 
theoretical and employers are not interested in this. It would be 
better to try and adapt an unrelated situation and put it in the 
conte-t of the —uestion if by any chance there is no e-perience 
regarding the setting in —uestion. Cy probingz the interviewers 
will be trying to evaluate the candidateffis critical thinking skills 
beyond the technical competency skills that they already know 
about from your resume or transcript. The end goal is to find the 
four mindsets. 

In essencez interviewers will be looking to identify if the canq
didate has the desired critical thinking mindset threez fivez or 
9) years down the road to determine if the candidate will be a 
highqimpact employee. They are not just filling a position in their 
companyz but they are also looking for the ne-t RENz managerz 
leaderz mentorz or business breakout star with their customers. 
Skillqbased competencies are needed for success in these roles. 

In Rhapters J to 5z we will discuss the top competencies in line 
with the four secret mindsets which I identified from my e-periq
ence. The secret mindsets are successz leadershipz businessz and 
overcoming failure. If I were to summariDe the relationship conq
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necting the mindsets togetherz it appears that STEM candidates 
who have learned how to succeedz developed their ability to leadz 
and grow to overcome failures are guaranteed to succeed beyond 
the position they are applying for. Ge will dig deeper into each of 
these mindsets a1er we discuss how to get ready to participate in 
a STEM interview and provide a glimpse into the —uestions you 
might meet to illustrate the link between the —uestions and the 
mindsets.



Chapter 2

STEM Interview 
Preparation

F ailing to prepare is preparing to fail. —Benjamin Franklin

All things require preparation to be successful. As interview-
ers, we assume that in college a candidate would have learned 
how to perform research and that they will adapt this skill to find 
out more information about the organization they want to join 
and how they do business. Most companies have a culture that 
drives how they do business and want employees that are on the 
same page with the company goals, mission, and long-term vision. 
Nothing annoys interviewers more than a candidate who exhibits 
a lack of preparation on their part and such candidates will not 
be considered serious. You need to show enthusiasm for the op-
portunity and the questions you will ask throughout the interview 
process are cues for interviews to determine this enthusiasm, and 
whether your career goals align with the company vision. 

It’s not just about the money, and a candidate who demonstrates 
knowledge of the company they plan to join will certainly grab 
the attention of the interviewers. Pelczarski (2021) advised finding 
information on the interview team, organizational structure, the 
company’s financials, growth plans, competitive environment, the 
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company’s reputation in the industry, culture, and the typical pro-
file of people who get employed there. Brief information about 
the company’s history, employee turnover, and promotion policy 
are essential. You can group these factors into three segments, 
namely information regarding the employer, industry, and your-
self. Perform the groundwork before arriving at the interview and 
make sure this information is on the tip of your tongue.

The Devil Is in the Details

Find Information on the Employer

The first thing to find out is who the employer is, what they have 
been doing, and their values and vision for the future. For big 
companies, this information is readily available on their official 
website and 10k reports in the case of Fortune 500 companies. 
You will find information that explains the business sectors the 
company has in its portfolio, its risk profile, and other high-level 
details regarding the financials, projects, and business structure. 
Your investigation should start by finding the skills the company 
values. 

Going back to our example, Dave’s biggest mistake was thinking 
that the company valued people who knew everything and how to 
solve problems on their own. On the other hand, Jason had done 
his homework and displayed how his experience aligned with our 
culture of solving problems through teamwork and shared knowl-
edge. 43% of companies believe that “a cultural fit” is the most 
important quality employers look for (Huhman, 2021). Knowing 
this will also help you determine if the company is the right fit 
for you because this is important too. Continuity and harmony 
are important to companies and as their future leader, your values 
must be aligned with the company’s values.
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Another important piece of information you must have relates 
to the interview team. Contrary to examinations, interviews are 
an interactive process and communication is a two-way street. 
Behavioral psychology rules apply to all interview processes that 
involve human interaction, and research has shown that inter-
viewers have their own cognitive biases too. You need to be able 
to relate to each person on the interview team and by looking 
them up on platforms such as LinkedIn or the profile section of 
the company website, you can get insights into the professional 
life of the interviewer. A simple Google search can also point you 
in the right direction, and the information you find should include:

  Their professional experience and role with the company

  Areas of interest and expertise

  Values and goals

  Key players in the organization

You may not find all the information, let alone know who ex-
actly will be leading the interview. Usually, the human resources 
manager will be part of the interview, and so will the person 
you will be reporting to such as the head of the department or 
a director. The email received as an invitation to the interview 
can provide you with clues. If the company is small and has no 
information online, be bold and ask for the contact details of who 
will be interviewing you. Remember the objective is to just build 
rapport with the interviewer, and not to find “loopholes” that can 
be manipulated to the candidate’s advantage. Use the information 
you find professionally to build genuine connections. Plan your 
questions for them accordingly.
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Want to read more…..the full book is waiting for you!


